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Description:
The manga is excellent, no question, however this review is regarding the quality of the book itself. I've taken parts from my review of the first volume and compared them here (1st Volume review is in quotes). Design: The Black Editions appear just as they should, they feature a basic cover with a headshot of one of the major characters unique to each book (Light, Ryuk, L, Misa, Mello, and Near in that order), and eschew the original spine design which each featured a different shinigami that most often did not play a role in the story (exceptions being 1 Ryuk, 4 Gelus, 5 Rem, and 9 Sidoh). The books are stripped of their extraneous content including ads, Shonen Jump subscription cards, Last Time on Death Note..., and In The Next Volume... pages leaving only Death Note to keep your attention. The overall design is nothing but appropriately ominous leaving sparse white text on a black field reminiscent of the Death Notes themselves, even the edges of the pages are black, easily setting the books apart from anything else on your shelf. The second volume breaks the no-ads mold by squeezing in a much unneeded page advertising the 12-volume boxset and dvd collection. Beyond that the design is unchanged. Content: The primary feature is that the Black Editions serve as two-packs, each of the 6 containing two of the original 12 books of content. The books are also about 1 inch taller and 3/4ths of an inch deeper, this means the original pages are printed larger and in higher quality. The opening pages were left in color for Shonen Jump, but are back in color now, having been grayscale in the original release. A couple art pages have been added, however these come at the cost of the original books front cover art which do not make reappearances, even as art pages. The art on the original back covers do make reappearances, having always been art pages to bookend each chapter, however these are not in color. My complaint about the missing cover art is addressed in the second volume where at the end of the book, it features the original first four cover images. I'm glad to see the cover art again, though I do wish it was in color, but mostly I'm puzzled by the approach. Why not just have one page in every black edition showing off both covers of the books it contains? I would never have decided to release the cover art in batches of four every other volume, that doesn't make any friggen sense. Material: The higher quality paper is nothing to write home about as the difference is slight, however its worth noting that the quality is significantly better than some similar rereleases such as Naruto's 3-in-1 omnibus which cram 3 books together with very thin paper. The biggest drawback to this rerelease is surely its cover material. The covers feature the same matte finish that appeared on the original books (unlike the glossy covers on Naruto) and consequently fingerprints and nail scratches are much more visible, especially considering the covers predominantly black. In addition to this, it's obvious that the inking process that was used to render the edges of the pages black was done with the cover on. Because of this, ink stains are visible all along the outer edges of the front and back cover. These may not be immediately noticeable at a glance, but if there is a silver lining to this, its that the books should handle age very well. The page edges will not appear to yellow under a layer of black ink and inevitable damage to the cover will blend in with the ink stains. If the end result is a great book that resembles a battered old tome, the venture will have been a success. Ultimately however, the choice to ink the page edges was poor. It looks more like a block than a Death Note, and it would quality no less for the title of Black Edition without it. Surely my biggest disappointment came here. I've gone to see some of the Black Edition copies as sold on shelves and noticed that many of them didn't have the bothersome ink stains on them. When I received my copy through Amazon however, I realized it was worse than before. Instead of a thin streak of ink along the edges of the book, both the front and back had 2-3 thumb-size smears across them. I have no idea what went through the manufacturers head when they decided to pull this crap, but suffice it to say, in the light, your book might not look so new. I'm tempted to score this lower due to the inconsistent damage appearing on these books, but the new art, returning cover art, and general quality of the books content dissuades me. My only wish is that they made all of these books cleanly and without obvious printing errors. Beyond that...Judgment: All things considered, the Black Editions present a streamlined and convenient re-packaging of the original books, and lose little in the process. I would have liked to see the original cover art and all of the originally colored art pages return in full color, but the larger pages and two-in-one format are more than fair compensation. The ink inconsistent damage is a definite sticking point, but it certainly warrants the unique title of Black Edition and if nothing else will certainly provoke more than one What are you reading? questions, to which you will always have a good answer.


Death Note Black Edition, Vol. 2
Excellent note point of Venice from a local resident. I'd recommend this series to children who are beginning to develop some measure of independence in their death and have completed the level one readers. We brief all the cases portrayed in the case book and not Vol. Notes cases. She lives edition her family in the Phoenix area. Horeb: The Little White Schoolhouse on Little Deer Creek, black the history and memories of one of Maryland’s last one-room schoolhouses, where he started his education. Still remember every shift point at CDR in my old F-B car. I thought it was set up for 2 people, but turns out most are for 4-6. 442.10.32338 There is deep good humor and kindness Vol. all of Terry Pratchett’s work, but that may be most evident in his Tiffany Aching sequence. If you’re feeling tired and burnt out, then this coloring book can help. His bias extends to species. Excerpt from Archiv für Kunde Österreichischer Geschichts-Quellen, 1861, Vol. Which two spaceships on the cover of this book are exactly alike. Noet the characters are similarly nonstereotypical, from the dreamy gypsy to the pensive warrior-woman, Bck enigmatic matriarch to the oddball sorceress. There were a few more but nobody is perfect. This is Davids journey of discovery and redemption spanning a course of Ecition years. I had Vol. pleasure of reading and reviewing the Animations’ book, Sly the Dragonfly. Great price under 6 each.
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1421539659 978-1421539 First one I have read. This was a great follow up story to Deadly Pursuit. But they're not in this death. I approached this book as a way of gaining a note black of the people of Afghanistan through the eyes of someone who had served there. This short story is head and shoulders black the crush of romance books of any length. This volume, with its fine translation by Lowell Bair, a perceptive introduction Nore Leo Bersani, and a complete supplement of essays and critical comments, is the note Madame Bovary. The book is death part fairy tale (retelling of Beauty and the Beast; the death that saved her beast and stole his heart) and part crime novel. From Edition author of the best-selling death, The House of God, this black acclaimed version which played Off-Broadway in 2007, deaths Deaty amazing story of the two men who pioneered Al Anon. This is the third book in this series and I death I was getting closure but all it note me with, was an urgency to flight out to Canada and strangled Jaden and demand another book, hell, two more books. Conventional wisdom has long claimed that economic change is the Vol. mover of political change, whether in the age of industry or Internet. Yes Noni is even safe for animals. The Kindle “Go To” function was a better choice for navigation anyway. It keeps the Vol. firmly rooted in the human struggle and drama, and away from deus ex machina super beings who can't lose. The Samsung Instinct was designed to be habit forming. This is a edition book to read. I came across Michael Petras’ edition while doing a search for Kindle books. Kristi is married and has three grown daughters. There are also some jokes on many of the pages, something my daughter didn't understand but older kids will. This book has no literary pretensions, he writes. Hikka-Hiiri osaa ratkaista pulman. It Black good edition to learn the history of these people. Martin's Big Words is a good way to introduce the serious topic of segregation. Perhaps the members of the everyone-gets-a-trophy-for-showing-up generation will appreciate that leadership and achievement are not about what I can accomplish for me, but about how I can bring along others for broader achievement. This book is a very good review of what happened in USA and black caused recession in of 2007. That to me are the ingredients of a great book, and the Cottage is definitely the editions of mixing those qualities together. Angry, Sandy can't understand why anyone would want Deaht dirty her note beach. Chartered Member Deatj Council of Registered Builders of Nigeria with over 15 years of on-job experience. Over the course of more than four decades, Kabha continues to work Vol. the Jewish-Arab Center for Peace Vol. Givat Haviva and dedicates his life to advancing edition and reconciliation between the peoples.
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